JYLL BRADLEY IN CONVERSATION
WITH CAROLINE COLLIER

Jyll would develop over the next few years, entitled Fragrant. Out of
these performative works, whose genesis lay in the experience and
significance of flowers, Jyll made photographic portraits of the people
she had met during her research, the flower farmers and itinerant
workers. Fragrant marked Jyll’s return to the use of an intensely visual
language. Landscape with Flowers, the installation she made for the
reopening of Arnolfini in 2005 after a period of closure for building work,
was performative, pictorial and sculptural. Images of people involved

In the summer of 1989, a year after she had finished at Goldsmiths’,

in the flower trade in China, Colombia and the West Country, where

Jyll Bradley had already been included in exhibitions in London at

Fragrant events had been presented, were displayed in light boxes, the

Interim Art, The Showroom and Riverside Studios.

form that had appealed to Jyll as a student in the late 1980s, when

Andrew Nairne, David Ward and I were working on The British Art

she took the language of advertising and made from it a personal

Show 1990. We were intrigued by the distinctive force and delicacy

and symbolic visual language. This was Jyll’s first appearance in an

of Jyll’s practice and invited her to participate in an exhibition that

exhibition since The British Art Show and she worked with us for 12

was intended to introduce new art to a wide public, with showings in

months, not only contributing her work but giving us the reference to

Glasgow, Leeds and The Hayward Gallery in London. As curators of

Walter Benjamin’s description of Paul Klee’s angel that provided the

an exhibition that would include artists under the age of 35 we were

title for the reopening exhibition, This storm is what we call progress. It

conscious of many of our responsibilities but we weren’t prepared for

struck me at the time that in the Arnolfini work Jyll brought together

the aggressive response to this new art from some of the critics. And we

aspects of her varied practice and her distinctive voice as an artist – her

hadn’t prepared the artists. Jyll’s intense, enigmatic work touching on

ability to synthesise, to use her insight and experience in a collaborative

her identity, was inspired by aspects of Minimalism and feminism, and

and a singular manner, her literary, political and intellectual interests

drew on her experience of living in London for the first time. Her light

and a highly tuned visual sensibility. The Arnolfini piece was successful

box pieces, with their beautiful, ambiguous images, often of her friends,

as a response to a brief, and as a significant work of art, transcending

and their allusive texts (frequently taken from Proust, her favourite

any brief.

author) had a sculptural dimension, heightened by the use of

For me, works such as the Arnolfini manifestation of Fragrant and

reflective white panels. These were cryptic, poetic and obliquely

the major commission Jyll undertook as Artist in Residence within

political works, puzzling images, offering parallel narratives, requiring

Liverpool Botanic Collection as part of the city’s year as European

time and attentiveness. They appeared to be singled out for attack

Capital of Culture 2008, demonstrate that there is no division between

by some of the reviewers.

Jyll’s ‘private’ or studio practice and her public commissions. Across her

It was only years later that I realised with shock the impact on Jyll

twenty year practice of art making within the visual and written realms,

of such a negative reaction to her early work. She largely withdrew from

whether in the studio or to commission, there appears to be not only an

making visual art and focussed instead on writing for radio, becoming

interrelated set of themes but a remarkable consistency of aesthetic.

highly successful in this field. The concerns expressed in her gallery

Each aspect of her practice feeds the other. Her work has always made

works continued to resonate in her text-based pieces which were

the personal political, acting on the mind and imagination as a spur to

characterised by a rhythmic ‘visual’ poetry and a feminist polemic.

thought and a guide to behaving differently in the world. This publication

I was working at Arnolfini in Bristol in 2003 and a colleague, Tanuja
Amarasuriya, told us about a remarkable event she had been to in a

and the exhibition from which it stems provide an insight into her
practice and her personality as an artist.

church in Vauxhall, London a site specific performance and installation
in the form of a flower festival. This was the first work in a series that
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Caroline Collier: What was your experience of being at Goldsmiths’

It asked a lot and gave a lot. I liked the sense of interdependence –

in the late 1980s?

i.e. that the work only existed as a group and couldn’t operate on its own.

Jyll Bradley: It was the most exciting time; though I’m sure that I took

Like a political movement or a Greek chorus. I liked the idea that the

many things for granted. On the first day after a short address we were

viewer was contingent to the work’s meaning and became a surrogate for

each given a space and assigned a tutor. Then that was it for three

the absent figure within it. Mary Kelly’s photo/text works influenced me

years. The course was what you made of it. But every day remarkable

greatly; that blurring between audience and participant has run through

artists would come in and speak, or give tutorials. It was the tutors who

so much of my work – from still photographic installation to more

made it extraordinary – the diversity of their practice, and, as I now

performative events.

appreciate, looking back, their respect for the students. The college was
a huge experimental ivory tower in the most seductive and productive

CC: What was it about Minimalism that interested you as a young artist

sense. With hindsight too, all utopias have their internecine struggles.

concerned with questions of identity in the late 80s to early 90s?

For instance, whilst 50% of the students were female, this wasn’t

JB: Again, it was Mary Kelly and Andrea Fisher who were influential here.

reflected in the staff, or those with coveted permanent contracts.

At the time, there was interest in the ‘universal’ language of Minimalism,
which was by and large seen as self-referential, overtly male and cold to

CC: Who and what influenced you at the time?

narrative or emotion. Through a politicised lens, through identity politics,

JB: First of all Carl Plackman for his wry Beckettsian sense of humour.

it felt exciting radically to appropriate Minimalist forms. Mary Kelly

I still remember him saying how annoying it was to have an idea and

would probably describe this as ‘radical formalism.’ I wanted to address

then have to execute it: ‘Isn’t it enough just to have the idea?’ Looking

my concerns through what I saw as the more universal language of an

back on his question I wonder if there was ever a better introduction

anonymous industrial made form like a light box, rather than through a

to conceptual art for a young student? I was also lucky to get to know a

subversion of, say, female craft. The mass manufactured light boxes and

group of very strong women artists; Mary Kelly, Andrea Fisher and Helen

their fluorescent immanence was a way of using an industrial ‘Minimalist’

Chadwick – both Andrea and Helen sadly died so young. Through them

form, to insist on content vis a vis sexual politics, identity. Though I didn’t

I became really excited by feminist thinking especially with regard to

know their work at the time two American artists who it seems to me

lens-based work and texts, in particular French writers such as Helene

were also very engaged in this approach were Felix Gonzalez Torres and

Cixous and Luce Irigary. It was my first introduction to that rich interplay

Roni Horn. They were clearly referencing Minimalism, but making work of

between the visual and the written word and the notion that exploring

great emotional, political strength which also extended into new readings

language itself was the seedbed of creation, rather than making work

of the gallery as institution. For me, there is an insistent subtlety within

‘about’ issues; and there were many ‘issues’ in those days that pre-

their work, an exquisite resistance, rather than a use of the explicit. This

occupied me: the women’s movement, lesbian and gay rights, anti-

is something to which I am greatly drawn; the paradox of things that are

racism. It is odd to think that in some circles Kelly and Fisher’s work was

at once confrontational and elusive. That refuse easy categorisation.

probably dismissed as ‘about women’s issues’ when, though they were

But, it was the sheer aesthetic beauty of Minimalism that was the

engaged politically in feminist thought, what they were so passionate

entrance for me; a passion since childhood visits to the Tate and seeing

about was the invention of new languages and worlds.

Carl Andre’s work. I think there is something else too about the advent
of interest in Minimalism in the 80s/90s. Those times were very messy

CC: Tell me about a piece of work that made an impression on you.

and tumultuous – there was the advent of AIDS, feminist squats in New

JB: One of the very first pieces of work I saw on coming to London

Cross, Section 28, experimental ways of having relationships, looking

was ‘Extase’ an installation work by Mary Kelly at the ICA. I was really

back it’s no wonder some of us were attracted to Minimalism! These were

impressed by how powerfully contemplative this image/text work

spaces and objects that spoke of a quiet desire for clarity, a paring away

was; it drew upon the viewer’s emotional energy and concentration.

to what really matters: making choices through listening inwardly.
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CC: So your attraction to Minimalism was emotional?
JB: Yes. Coming to London I was moving from the rural to the city. There
was this new experience of abstraction; the shimmery surfaces of urban
places; stray light, my reflection on brushed steel and chrome and glass
as I moved about. Those white, semi-reflective panels that are everywhere
in the underground – they make me think of John Cage’s words on seeing
Robert Rauschenberg’s seminal white paintings, describing them as
‘airports for the lights, shadows and particles.’ These were the eighties
and early nineties when Minimalism was being drawn into architecture
and interior design. These new buildings had a big effect on me. The
Lloyds Building in the City of London – watching that go up from my
bedroom window was one of the most important things. I photographed
it a lot. It was a symbol of those times – optimism and beauty tempered
by the fact it was to some extent a false shimmer of greed. On a personal
level that shimmer caught my youthful excitement at being in this new
place called London. I lived in the docklands, in this converted warehouse
where lots of Goldsmiths’ students lived for a while – Angus Fairhurst,
Liam Gillick, Angela Bulloch. The warehouse was part of that docklands
revival moment and the view of the city that was financially driving it,
with those big towers rising up, was a brooding influence.
CC: Why do you think you were attracted to the language of advertising?
How did you come to use light boxes in your work?
JB: I began making work with light boxes 20 years ago when I was at
Goldsmiths’. I was influenced by Jeff Wall. I once read that he had an
epiphany whilst travelling through France on an art study tour. He was
going home on a bus one evening after a day of museum visits and his
head was full of the paintings he had seen. From the window he saw
illuminated bus shelters (advertising hoardings) and it clicked how the
scale and ‘bodiliness’ of them could connect the ambitions of painting with
those of Minimalists he admired like Donald Judd and Barnett Newman.
I had my own epiphany on the tube at night. Young and new to London
I was a flaneur, travelling underground for hours, the light boxes in the
passages attracted me. What was different with me was that whereas
Wall’s head was full of paintings, mine was full of literature, of words, a
sense of the literary voices of my day-time reading crystallising through
the darkness. So whilst Wall projected images onto his back-lit busshelters, I suppose I projected words and images; the form that adverts
take. Recently I have made a new series of what I call ‘light drawings’
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Opposite: Look at me
now and here I am
(detail), 2010–11
Overleaf: Nobody gives
you freedom you have
to take it (detail), 2011
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using a combination of photography and photocopying that draw upon
this experience of walking through cityscapes lit by ambient light sources,
in particular advertising light boxes. The work is called Look at me now
and here I am. The title comes from the writings of Gertrude Stein.
At the time adverts were the subject of much feminist debate, almost
seen as dangerous. But to me, these light boxes on the underground
were companionable, attractive; their light, their warmth. There was
a sense of anthropomorphism. Like me, I felt they had a notion of
‘becoming’ about them implying a performativity of self. That feeling
of words and images being pushed into the world through back-lighting.
Like a young person struggling to be heard; or an ambitious parent
pushing their child forward! So it fitted to explore identity through a
form associated with ‘display’ – something that directs certainty and
confidence. I was interested in asserting identity as a flux. A desire to
be seen/heard/chosen, but not categorised. That’s a theme running
through all my work.
CC: Which was the first piece of work you made that you felt was an
adult work. The first piece where you felt: ‘this is my language’?
JB: It was a piece called Tiresias and it consisted of four light boxes
and a text. It was made over the course of my night-time wandering/
wonderings in London and showed couples together, same sex
and straight, costumed for ‘a night out’. I didn’t stage the images

Left: Look at me now
and here I am (detail)
2010–11
Right: Jyll Bradley
with Tiresias, 1988,
installation shot,
Goldsmiths College
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Tiresias (detail), 1988
(installation view at
Riverside Studios,
London)

I just came across them and each one was attributed to a place like

A photograph seems to say ‘I was here.’ Wheras a back-lit image says

‘St Martins Lane’ and ‘Charing Cross Road’. They looked like tourist ads

‘Here I am’. With light boxes there is a sense of players on stage bristling

for ‘theatre-land’, yet showed a range of couples being close with each

with life. This also accounts for the way I make physical spaces with

other. The piece was very much to do with the pleasures of looking, and

the works – rooms, corridors, corners etc. so there is a conversation

the freedom of wandering, a sense of the coming together of self-hood

between elements and the viewer; a journey of walking past and through.

through a synthesis of both; hence ‘Tiresias’, the blind hermaphrodite

Pairings are another performative device; suggesting lovers or the

of Thebes who appears in T. S. Eliot’s ‘The Wasteland’. At the violet hour

interdependency of one element upon another – again like a work for

– twilight – he watches a couple having sex. Though blind, he sees all.

stage. This exploring of spaces, images and characters with light as

This piece formed my degree show and it was then shown at Riverside

protagonist is something that extends through my works, I am thinking

where Greg Hilty and Kate Macfarlane were Curators.

of the large scale flower installations/events staged between 2003–06.
Also my radio pieces. I see sound as light approaching through darkness.

CC: Can you talk a little about your approach to representing people
in your work?

CC: You still refer to the languages and forms of advertising in your recent

JB: At the time, in terms of representation of people, there were two

work (the use of light boxes, the series of posters commissioned for Great

ways of thinking. Mary Kelly was very clear that in her view the world

Western Railway stations). Has your attitude and thinking changed over

was saturated with images of women and her strategy was instead to find

the 20 years since you made the piece with the image of the faces of the

out how you could give a voice to that subject position without figurative

three girls and the quotation from Proust (Naming Spaces 1989)?

referent. Then there was another way of thinking that espoused ‘positive

JB: I am not sure it has changed at all. One thing I am sure about is that

images’ of women to counter the negative ones at large in the media.

artists have a ‘time’ for their work and we can’t make work outside of our

I suppose I was interested in a place somewhere between the two. My

own time. I feel that sense of my time more keenly than ever. I think of it

strategy in the main was to photograph the people around me, friends,

in terms of colour, in particular electric blue. That was the colour that the

people I had come to know. There were a diverse group anyway. The

tungsten film I used to use went when you took photographs at twilight.

Tiresias piece was unusual in that it was people and scenes I happened

It was the blue of the Lloyds Building I saw each night when I lived on

upon. And this diverse group of ‘theatre-land’ dwellers were all in

the river. It still thrills me when I see it, that blue light which journeys to

Victorian costume! At the time the Tory government was preoccupied with

itself as evening falls. It was a late eighties blue, the blue of Thatcherite

espousing ‘Victorian family values’ so the work played with and against

years. It is a liminal colour; one that signifies passage between states.

this image. The light boxes were staged as an installation, and were highly

Some faiths use the moment when blue is distinguishable from green,

reflective and glowing. There was a sense of intimacy being there with

(as regards light), as a guide to when to say morning prayers. Such

them; not something one associates with a commercial light box.

things really interest me. That blue is coming back now; it is once again
the colour of our politics. And to me personally, it is returning. It is part

CC: It is interesting you touch on costume, as for me your light box works

of a bundle of things that I see as ‘my time’. So it’s not that things

are very performative. What part does this play in the work?

change, I think they come in and out of focus.

JB: I would describe this by returning to Wall again. Whereas he has
described his work as prose poems, I would describe mine as mini-

CC: I remember seeing Naming Spaces with other light box works

dramas or playlets with the assemblages of text/image/object taking

shortly after it was made. You say that you see it as central to the current

different roles. As in the theatre, light is the protagonist that draws

exhibition, as a point of reference for your practice as a visual artist.

these together to create the work itself. As I touched on before I also

What is it about this piece that has made you return to it?

see back-lit images as performative in and of themselves. For me,

JB: I remember when you, Andrew Nairne and David Ward were selecting

regular photography occupies the present but is betrothed to the past.

artists for The British Art Show 1990 and you came to see that piece.
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Naming Spaces
(detail), 1989

Naming Spaces, 1989,
installation view
at Maureen Paley,
Interim Art, London
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I put it up in my rather small bedroom. It was a very sunny day and
I had closed the blinds to reduce glare, so what with that and the
heat of the boxes we were all sweltering, but too polite to say. It was
as if we were in a light box ourselves. Lately I have spent a lot of time
in botanic glasshouses and it’s a similar feeling; there’s an equity of
spirit pervading places that capture light in this way – utopian almost.
Back to your question: I still see that piece as capturing an essence
of who I am as an artist; it’s almost like a personal prototype. What
mattered then, matters still. And what matters is this: the juxtaposition
between the questioning lyricism of Proust, his funny neuroses about
choice; the seemingly random, carefree image of young women
and the 80s slick chic of the ad boxes. Then the blank white panels
– a moment’s pause for breath in the hyperbole of youth. It’s to
some extent a work of faith. I wasn’t in a great space when I made it.
In a time of doubt, it slipped through.
CC: Could you talk a bit about the relationship between text and
image in your work?
JB: There’s the obvious aspect mentioned earlier stemming from
feminist discourse; the questioning of photographic truth through
introducing words. But for me it also reflects a very real tension in my
creative life, since childhood. Whether to pick up a pen and write, or
pick up a pencil and draw; begging the question whether writing is
a form of drawing and vice versa. I have explored this in some of my
works for instance The Bridge and A Magician without Bitterness. In
each of these I took seductive images of two iconic places near where
I live, Tate Modern and Tower Bridge, and introduced texts drawn
from personal letters from and to friends. At first what you see as you
approach the work is a tourist perfect twilight image of Tower Bridge
or the Tate, but then the words take you somewhere else emotionally.
They read like postcards in reverse with the text written on the image.
It is as though the iconic image shifts to one side as the words come in,
but the lure of the known image keeps pulling you back. The presence
of both words and images offers a promise of reconciliation in the visual
field, a cohesive brand or identity. I’m more interested in a clash, where
the two don’t meet easily. It’s that space of tension and frustration
that I am interested in. That’s another reason I give many of my works
distinct sculptural elements – in order to offer physical dimension to
that experience; maybe it’s here that understanding comes.
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Urban Cowboys, 1990, with
installation view above,
The British Art Show,
Hayward Gallery, London

CC: Can you talk about the notion of choice as it plays out in your
work – sometimes as subject matter, sometimes within the process
of making the work?
JB: I’m interested in the idea of identity and its relation to choice
(as opposed to the pre-determined). Your choices shape who you
become, be they artistic or life choices. Thus choice for me takes
three dimensional form; it becomes sculptural, has a weight and a
behaviour. I see my light box pieces as choice made form. Whereas
in pure Minimalism, that choice/form has no function other than
itself, my works use choice/form – the light, the advertising
reference, text, image, box – to insist on content. Minimalism was
and is interesting to me because it seems to be the furthest you
can go in autonomous choice making. Having said that of course
all form itself comes from a political or social context, nothing is
ever made in isolation.
CC: Can you give specific examples of works that deal directly
with questions of choice?
JB: A number of my works deal with choice directly – e.g. in
Naming Spaces the text is about Proust’s dilemma in choosing
which theatre show to see. Its appearance is light-hearted, but
it strikes me that it’s just these small choices that make all the
difference to who we become. To the over-discerning, choice is a
burden, as well as a luxury. That’s why in Naming Spaces I paired
the twin boxes with blank white panels. A Minimalist answer to
the dilemma of choosing. It’s this question of choice in art and
life and the form it takes that consumes me. Another example
of a work that deals with choice is a new series of ‘light drawings’
made during a long period on the studio. Like the earlier ‘light
drawings’ I mentioned, the works are photography based. They
are intimate allies of my light box works as they are made with the
ephemera generated through the making of those bigger works –
assemblages of text, image, paper. They contemplate the hidden
spaces within the light boxes and conjure the possibilities of what
might be. This series is called Nobody gives you freedom you have
to take it; something that Meret Oppenheim once famously said of
life, work and choice-making.
The Bridge (detail),
2010–11
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CC: Can you talk a bit about the public commissions involving the
participation of people, in particular the Fragrant series?
JB: The Fragrant Project has been the space of my public commissions
over the last eight years. The genesis of the project is the human
connection to plants but its core concern is with potential – a potential
for connection between people. The name of the project implies the
tentative nature of this – ‘fragrant’ – a scent, an adjective, something
you can’t package, but a presence nonetheless. Identity is central
here: often the invitation for these commissions comes from the deep
desire of a place or people to mark an important occasion or reflect in
some way upon who they are and where they are going. I’m thinking
here of the work I made with you for the re-opening of Arnolfini and
my commission for Liverpool European Capital of Culture in 2008.
Over the years the works arising from Fragrant have been diverse
– from large scale contemporary flower festivals created with and
for thousands of people (like the festival I conceived at Tramway in
Glasgow) to bespoke damask wallpaper for the Human Cargo exhibition
at Plymouth City Museum (marking the bi-centenary of the end of the
transatlantic slave trade) to the creation of a garden for Chelsea Flower
Show with gardeners from Liverpool’s Botanical Collection. Often these
public commissions build through a gregarious process, but the end
result is always contemplative.
CC: How did the large scale Flower Festival event in the church in
Vauxhall in 2003 come about?
JB: I was invited by the nightclub ‘Duckie’ (based at the Vauxhall
Tavern) to do a one-off event for their ‘Nightbird’ art event season
and Simon Casson, the Director, asked me to consider using the local
church, St Peter’s as the venue. I was struck by its beauty and history
and also by the remarkable incumbent vicar Wilma Roest. St Peter’s
was built with the male priesthood in mind, but like so many of these
inner city churches is now being brought to life by a new generation
of powerful women priests. I decided to stage a contemporary
flower festival. I drew upon the tradition of ‘Flower Festivals’ that
I had known and loved as a child. I wanted to see if they had any
relevance to the modern, diverse London which was now my home.
Could something seemingly so pedestrian and local have the potential
The Bridge (detail),
2010–11
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to draw people together? I curated the festival working closely with
Rev Roest and the producer Bill Gee. It was a vast art installation, very
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